How to adapt your eye service in the time of COVID-19

Eye services must adapt to prevent the transmission of SARS-CoV-2, the virus responsible for COVID-19.

Depending on national guidelines, eye services worldwide may be running a full service, postponing non-urgent eye care, or re-opening eye services once again. In this article, we discuss the practical considerations of managing COVID-19, whatever stage your country is in.

Waiting areas and patient flow

To reduce transmission among people coming into the clinic:

1. Reduce the number of people in the clinic at any one time
2. Keep people a safe distance apart (1–2 metres)
3. Reduce opportunities for indirect transmission, e.g., when people touch objects that others have touched
4. Ensure good ventilation, which can be as simple as opening doors and windows.

Note: Patients with COVID-19, or who have symptoms of COVID-19, should be identified early on and seen in a separate area. Some hospitals provide a ‘red zone’ for patients with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 patients, and a ‘green zone’ for other patients.

Reduce the number of people in the clinic

- Re-organise different eye clinics (e.g., glaucoma or cataract) so that as few as possible are open on the same day or at the same time. It may also help to schedule patient appointments at specific times. If this is difficult, explore innovative ways such as sending text messages ahead of time. Patient numbers will also be reduced if routine work is deferred.
- Ask patients to limit the number of people going with them to an absolute minimum; preferably none.

Keep people a safe distance apart

- Redesign seating areas to ensure adequate separation between people (Figure 1).
- In areas where people queue, create ‘boxes,’ using tape on the floor, to show where they must stand.
- Develop one-way systems for people entering and leaving the clinic so people do not have to pass one another in narrow corridors. Indicate the direction of patient flow by creating arrows on the floor. Use contrasting colours so people with visual impairment can see the arrows clearly; for example, white arrows outlined using black tape.
Reduce opportunities for indirect transmission

- Remove from waiting rooms any objects that several people are likely to touch, such as books and magazines.
- Clean chairs and arm rests at regular intervals.
- Avoid using the same room for different purposes where possible. For example, avoid using the same room for staff members (e.g., as a seminar room) and patients at various times of the day. If this is not possible, clean rooms thoroughly between uses.
- Where possible, prop doors open so that patients do not need to touch any door handles. If this is not possible, provide hand sanitiser or hand washing facilities inside the clinic to avoid the spread of infection. Clean all door handles at regular intervals.

Encourage good respiratory and hand hygiene

We all need to make changes in the way we live, work, and interact with people to reduce the spread of SARS-Cov-2. How we speak, cough, sneeze, rub eyes, touch our face, and touch surfaces can aid the transmission of the virus.

- Provide hand sanitisers and hand washing facilities. Patient hand washing facilities should be in a visible and easily accessible location outside the main entrance to the clinic, with hand washing facilities (or hand sanitisers) inside the clinic if needed.
- Consider national guidelines on the use of facemasks by patients and others coming to the clinic. Where these are recommended, advise people on the type of facemasks to use (e.g., cloth facemasks) and ensure they understand how to use and care for them. Masks are a personal item which must not be shared under any circumstances, and cloth face masks must be washed after each use.
- A more informed patient community will act more responsibly and help to lower transmission. Place posters and signs with COVID-19 information where they will be noticed. Use clear and understandable images to make the information accessible to people who are unable to read or who have low vision. Important messages include frequent handwashing and how to cough appropriately. An example of this is the COVID-19 prevention poster produced by the Nigerian Centre for Disease Control (Figure 2).
- Use audio-visual messaging screens, where available, to engage patients and the people going with them.

Seeing patients safely

Over 1,000 health workers have died from COVID-19 worldwide.1 Minimising the risk to health workers is important as it not only protects doctors from becoming ill, but also prevents them from passing the virus on to other patients. We recommend the following measures in addition to the proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE).

- Avoid shaking hands, or any other patient contact, as much as possible.
- Use protective equipment, e.g., large slit lamp breath shields (Figure 3). These can be bought, or in some cases received for free, from slit lamp manufacturers. Make your own using smooth, transparent plastic material (Figure 3) that is easy to clean. Use a template, such as those produced by some slit lamp manufacturers,4 or use paper to make your own template by tracing around the eyepiece of the slit lamp.

Figure 1 Tape across the central seats prevent patients from sitting too close to one another. The colour of the tape and the high-contrast sign (a thick, black cross on a white background) is helpful for people with vision impairment, including low vision. INDIA

Figure 2 COVID-19 prevention poster produced by the Nigerian Centre for Disease Control. NIGERIA
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controls/buttons on the slit lamp. Use the same solutions as for cleaning ophthalmic equipment.

- Minimise patient contact time by reviewing any notes beforehand. One option is to place the patient in one room and the clinician in another, and for them to talk via a phone or tablet computer. The clinician then enters the patient room and conducts a swift examination, with minimal speaking, before exiting and continuing the conversation as before. Another option is to hang a plastic screen between patient and health worker where it is feasible to do so.

- Keep investigations such as visual fields or OCT scans to an absolute minimum.

- Restrict the use of cash and avoid sharing personal items such as mobile phones, keyrings and pens/biros.

Staff members who have any symptoms of COVID-19 should self-isolate at home, in keeping with national guidelines. Staff who are at risk of severe COVID-19 complications, such as those with medical co-morbidities or with an older age, should step down from frontline work, in keeping with national and local guidelines.

Telemedicine consultations

Telephone consultations may have a useful role in reducing the need for face-to-face consultations. An alternative, where possible, is the use of video conferencing. This allows clinicians to see patients, which can be very helpful.

Many telemedicine software options are becoming available and have been successfully implemented in parts of India. Telemedicine will continue to play a significant role into the future, especially for those more vulnerable to severe COVID-19 complications. It also ensures that patients do not feel left behind while face-to-face services are not available.

It is important to maintain patient confidentiality and follow national guidelines regarding data protection.

Governance

- Set up a designated team to regularly check local and national updates (e.g. the daily situation report) to stay up to date with the case definition, local predominant symptoms, and reporting/notification channels, so that suspected COVID-19 patients are managed correctly.
• Because different institutions and countries have their different health systems challenges, develop written protocols of practice setting out the changes you are making to address COVID-19. These must align with local and national guidelines and advice.
• On the use of PPE, consider the availability and allocation of resources, as well as environmental sustainability. Aim to reduce the amount of waste you produce, but without compromising infection control.
• As more clinical meetings and tutorials are undertaken as webinars, engage with regulatory medical councils and encourage them to review their rules and begin to recognise online continuous medical education for certification.

Future directions

Eye care providers cannot wait indefinitely for the COVID-19 pandemic to resolve itself. As we know, COVID-19 spreads easily and rapidly, but there are non-urgent eye diseases that we need to treat. We must face this challenge, recognise and manage the scientific expectations, and redefine a new normal for the practice of ophthalmology. We recognise that eye diseases and major causes of blindness remain the same, and that treatment for those diseases remain the same. Therefore, we need to adapt our eye care delivery service to redefine the clinical encounter and develop safe delivery systems to prevent outbreaks in our place of work.

Hopefully, effective treatment options will become available soon. In the meantime, many units are now facing the challenge of when and how to restart services beyond very acute urgent and emergency work. The longer services are deferred, and eye diseases are not treated, the greater the risk of vision loss and blindness which could have been avoided.

Tests, prevention, and treatment for SARS-CoV-2 infection

Although our understanding of the epidemiology and clinical pattern of COVID-19 continues to evolve, and clinical trials for treatment are ongoing, it is safer to assume that there is no known treatment for the disease. As of now, resources do not exist for universal testing. But, hopefully, the following options may be available in the near future:

a. Antibody tests for clinicians, staff members, and patients. This will have to be an easy, reliable, affordable, and quick test which could be given to everyone and would identify individuals who are, or have been, infected so they can be isolated and/or their contacts can be traced.

b. Pre-op throat swab tests. This is important in procedures considered as aerosol-generating, e.g. phacoemulsification, and procedures requiring general anaesthesia. Other options are lung CT to assess the lung parenchyma for pneumonia or fibrosis, and full blood count and inflammatory markers assay (e.g. C-reactive protein).

c. Vaccination. Developments are ongoing. A vaccine for SARS-CoV-2 is at least 12 months away.

Medical education

In the medium to long term, eye units and facilities, supported by their professional groups/societies, need to include disaster management and simulation of case scenarios in medical education so that the service disruptions that resulted during this pandemic are kept to a minimum in the future.

Research

There has been much speculation about conjunctivitis in COVID-19, and that the tear-film harbours SARS-CoV-2 and is transmissible during ophthalmic examination at different stages of the infection. It is important to gather evidence through population-based research on the epidemiology, transmissibility, symptomatology and clinical ocular features of COVID-19. This will contribute towards providing more appropriate patient care.

Conclusion

Unfortunately, fragile health systems will return to the new normal in a less unified/organised manner. Where there have been no established social protection schemes, the response will be slower, and even more difficult. Nevertheless, eye services need to balance patients’ behaviour and safety with providers’ responsibilities in order to provide appropriate medical care more quickly and in a safe environment.

Resources

1 Guidelines and information from International Council of Ophthalmology (ICO) member societies


3 Nigerian Centre for Disease Control COVID-19 guidelines
   https://covid19.ncdc.gov.ng/guideline/

4 Example templates for slit lamp breath shields

5 Guidelines on the use of technology for telemedicine
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